Design Phase
Electrical/Lighting – Design Review

Project: **Project Name (eB #)**

☐ Lighting calculations provided?
☐ Lighting design complies with IES recommendations? Minimum foot candle levels met?
☐ Site lighting locations coordinated with Civil Drawings and utilities’
☐ Provide raised bases in traffic areas?
☐ Offset standard bases at least 2'-0" from edge of pavements at parking spaces?
☐ Provide ground rod electrode provided at each pole
☐ Handhole locations shown and coordinated?
☐ Lighting controls/switching shown
☐ Luminaire selections comply with CU Standards
☐ Is there a Reflected Ceiling Plan? Does it represent all trades involved?
☐ Was lighting coordinated above suspended ceiling?
☐ Do lighting controls meet Cornell Standards?
☐ Was Energy Code requirement met? (Luminaire and control selection)
☐ Can light fixtures be easily accessed after construction?
☐ Do lighting controls meet Cornell Standards?